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Functional connectivity of the anterior insula during
withdrawal from cigarette smoking
Dara G. Ghahremani 1, Jean-Baptiste Pochon1, Maylen Perez Diaz1, Rachel F. Tyndale 2,3,4, Andy C. Dean1,5 and
Edythe D. London 1,5,6

Currently available therapies for smoking cessation have limited efficacy, and potential treatments that target specific brain regions
are under evaluation, with a focus on the insula. The ventral and dorsal anterior subregions of the insula serve distinct functional
networks, yet our understanding of how these subregions contribute to smoking behavior is unclear. Resting-state functional
connectivity (RSFC) provides a window into network-level function associated with smoking-related internal states. The goal of this
study was to determine potentially distinct relationships of ventral and dorsal anterior insula RSFC with cigarette withdrawal after
brief abstinence from smoking. Forty-seven participants (24 women; 18–45 years old), who smoked cigarettes daily and were
abstinent from smoking overnight (~12 h), provided self-reports of withdrawal and underwent resting-state fMRI before and after
smoking the first cigarette of the day. Correlations between withdrawal and RSFC were computed separately for ventral and dorsal
anterior insula seed regions in whole-brain voxel-wise analyses. Withdrawal was positively correlated with RSFC of the right ventral
anterior insula and dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) before but not after smoking. The correlation was mainly due to a
composite effect of craving and physical symptoms of withdrawal. These results suggest a role of right ventral anterior insula-dACC
connectivity in the internal states that maintain smoking behavior (e.g., withdrawal) and present a specific neural target for brain-
based therapies seeking to attenuate withdrawal symptoms in the critical early stages of smoking cessation.
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INTRODUCTION
Smoking is one of the leading causes of preventable death
worldwide, causing over 7 million deaths per year [1]. The ability
of people who have high dependence on smoking to maintain
abstinence on the first day of a cessation period is a strong
predictor of their ability to achieve long-term abstinence [2].
Withdrawal symptoms that arise during brief abstinence and their
relief by resumption of smoking pose a major challenge to long-
term smoking cessation [3, 4]. Given the impact of the initial
period of abstinence on cessation outcomes, understanding the
neural systems underlying withdrawal during this initial period of
cessation may help provide important insights in guiding brain-
based treatments for smoking cessation.
The insula has been a primary neural target of interest for brain-

based treatments [5, 6], partly due to clinical findings that have
highlighted its relevance for smoking behavior. Studies of patients
who smoked prior to sustaining a stroke involving the insula
identified this region as important [7–10]. In stroke survivors, right
insular damage predicted smoking cessation when assessed 1
year after discharge from the hospital [10], and even more so
when combined with damage to the basal ganglia [8]. Stroke
patients who smoked prior to damage of the insula also exhibited
fewer and less intense withdrawal symptoms than their counter-
parts without insula damage [7].

Neuroimaging studies starting two decades ago have shown
associations of insula function and structure with features of
smoking behavior. Cue-induced cigarette craving was positively
correlated with glucose metabolism in the insula [11], and
functional MRI studies have confirmed that the insula exhibits
activation during presentation of cigarette-related cues [12].
Among treatment-seeking participants who smoked cigarettes,
those who later relapsed exhibited greater cue-induced activation
of the insula than their counterparts who successfully maintained
abstinence [13]. Studies of brain structure have shown negative
relationships between thickness of insular subregions and
smoking-related variables, including nicotine dependence, crav-
ing, and lifetime cigarette exposure [14, 15], confirming the
importance of the insula in maintenance of cigarette smoking.
Resting-state functional connectivity (RSFC) is another neuroima-
ging measure with potential for therapeutically relevant biomar-
kers [16, 17], and RSFC of the insula has been associated with
craving, withdrawal, and nicotine dependence [18–23].
The insula has been subdivided into three subregions: dorsal

anterior, ventral anterior, and posterior [24–26] with distinct
functions segregating particularly along the anterior/posterior
axis. While the posterior portion primarily connects with
sensorimotor integration areas (e.g., premotor cortex, supplemen-
tary motor cortex), the anterior portion is functionally associated
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with limbic areas and regions comprising the “salience network”
(e.g., dorsal ACC) [27, 28] and serves cognitive and affective
functions [29, 30]. Further functional distinctions have been made
between dorsal and ventral anterior insula connectivity along
cognitive and affective domains, respectively [29, 31], as illustrated
by positive correlations between dorsal anterior insula RSFC and
performance on attention tasks, and ventral anterior insula
connectivity with intensity of affective experience [32]. Distinc-
tions between connectivity of the dorsal and ventral regions have
also been framed according to externally and internally oriented
networks—specifically, the frontoparietal attention network and
the default mode network, respectively [33].
RSFC studies have attempted to capture distinctions between

connectivity of insula subregions and smoking-related behavioral
variables to clarify their contributions to maintenance of cigarette
smoking [20, 34, 35]. One study examined connectivity of the
three insular subregions in participants deprived of smoking (48-h
abstinence) and also after ad lib smoking [20]; they observed that
smoking increased connectivity between right ventral anterior
insula and the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and
decreased connectivity of the right dorsal anterior insula and a
region within the right inferior parietal lobule. Withdrawal was
negatively correlated with right ventral anterior insula-left DLPFC
connectivity. The findings highlighted the heterogeneity of
relationships between insula connectivity and smoking-related
variables that index withdrawal symptoms across insular sub-
regions. However, a relatively small sample size (N= 20) left open
the possibility of unreliable correlational statistics [36].
Examining the hypothesis that dorsal and ventral anterior insula

connectivity may correspond to externally generated craving (via
cue-induction) and internally generated craving (baseline craving
without cue-induction), respectively, Janes et al. determined that
baseline craving in nondeprived participants (having smoked 1 h
prior to scanning) was associated with ventral anterior insula
connectivity with components of the default mode network,
including the rostral ACC, and that cue-induced craving was
associated with dorsal anterior insula connectivity with mostly the
frontoparietal attention network and with cue-induced activation
of the rostral ACC [35]. These results suggested that cue-induced
and spontaneous craving are linked to functions of different
anterior insula subregions. However, further studies are required
to determine how connectivity of these subregions differs while
participants are in a state of abstinence (nicotine deprived).
Neural dynamics during brief cessation from smoking (e.g., after

overnight abstinence) are likely very different from those
immediately after smoking, yet except for a few studies [e.g.,
20, 37, 38], most studies either only examine one state or the
other, or more problematically, do not control for smoking state.
In a group of 47 participants who smoked cigarettes daily, we
examined changes in the relationship between withdrawal and
RSFC of ventral and dorsal anterior insula subregions after
overnight abstinence, before and after smoking the first cigarette
of the day. Considering the literature, we hypothesized that
connectivity between the right ventral anterior insula and the ACC
would be correlated positively with withdrawal symptoms (i.e.,
participants with greater connectivity would exhibit more with-
drawal), and that this relationship would not persist after the
participants smoked a cigarette and withdrawal symptoms
abated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Overview of experimental design
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data were col-
lected during the resting state. Both fMRI data and self-report
measures of cigarette craving and withdrawal were collected
twice on the same day after overnight (~12 h) abstinence from
smoking: once before and once after participants smoked their

first cigarette of the day (pre and post smoking, respectively).
Functional connectivity of the insular subregions was computed
from both pre and post smoking fMRI scans. The study took place
between September 2017 and February 2020 and included adults
who endorsed daily smoking. The study was conducted at the
Semel Institute for Neuroscience and Human Behavior at the
University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). All study procedures
were approved by the UCLA Internal Review Board.

Participants
One hundred and seventy nine participants were screened via
online and print advertisements. They attended an intake session
where they received a detailed explanation of the study
procedures, provided written informed consent, and were
screened for eligibility. Fifty-one participants met all study criteria
and completed all procedures. Inclusion criteria were: age of
18–45 years, generally good health, self-report of smoking at least
four cigarettes per day for at least 1 year, and urinary cotinine ≥
100 ng/mL. Recent smoking history was verified during the intake
session using a urine cotinine test (ACCUTEST Urine Cotinine Test,
Jant Pharmacal Corp., Encino, CA, score ≥ 3, cotinine ≥ 100 ng/mL).
Exclusion criteria were positive urine tests for drugs of abuse other
than nicotine or tetrahydrocannabinol, consuming ≥10 alcoholic
drinks per week, any current psychiatric disorder other than
tobacco use disorder as assessed via the Mini International
Neuropsychiatric Interview for DSM-5 [39, 40, DSM-5 update],
history of neurological injury, and using electronic cigarettes,
cigars, snuff, or chewing tobacco > 3 times a month.

Verification of drug and alcohol abstinence
On the testing day, overnight (~12 h) abstinence from smoking
was verified with the Micro+ Smokerlyzer® breath CO monitor
(Bedford Scientific Ltd., Maidstone, Kent, UK), with a required CO
level of <10 ppm. Abstinence from cocaine, opiates, benzodiaze-
pines, and amphetamines was also verified with a five-panel urine
drug test (Drugs of Abuse Test Instant-view®, Alfa Scientific
Designs Inc., Poway, CA). Alcohol abstinence was verified using a
breathalyzer (Alco-Sensor FST®, Intoximeters, Inc., St. Louis, MO).
Recent abstinence from cannabis use was verified with the Dräger
DrugTest® 5000 saliva test (Dräger, Inc., Houston, TX).

Self-report measures
Nicotine dependence was measured during the intake session
using the Fagerström test for nicotine dependence [41]. With-
drawal symptoms were measured using the Shiffman–Jarvik
Withdrawal Scale [SJWS, 42] on the testing day before and after
the participants smoked their first cigarette of the day (pre and
post smoking, respectively). The SJWS total score was examined as
were the subscales (i.e., in post hoc analyses).

Scanning protocol
Participants took part in two consecutive MRI sessions on the
same day after overnight abstinence from smoking. After the first
session, participants were allowed to smoke one cigarette.
Between 15 and 20min after smoking, they were scanned again.

MRI data acquisition. All images were acquired on a 3-Tesla
PRISMA (Siemens) MRI scanner using a 32-channel head coil
receiver. The resting-state imaging protocol consisted of the
continuous acquisition of 738 echo-planar image (EPI) volumes
over a period of 9min and 50 s. A multiband accelerated EPI pulse
sequence (factor 8) was used allowing us to acquire 72 axial slices
during a repetition time (TR) of 800ms with a 104 × 104 matrix.
Resolution was 2 × 2 × 2mm3, echo time (TE) was 37ms, and the
flip angle was 52°. During the resting-state scan, participants were
asked to keep their eyes open and to look at a black screen. The
structural T1-weighted images were obtained using a magnetiza-
tion prepared rapid gradient echo sequence with the following
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parameters: isovoxel 0.8mm3, FOV= 240 × 256mm2, TE= 2.24ms,
TR= 2400ms, flip angle= 8°, and 208 sagittal slices.

MRI data preprocessing. Image preprocessing was mostly con-
ducted with FSL (5.0.9). The initial stages included rigid body
realignment to correct for head movements within each scanning
run, skull removal, and nonlinear registration to the Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) template. A first motion cleaning and
noise reduction were performed using a 24-parameter linear
regression model that included six motion parameters (three
translational dimensions along X, Y, and Z axes and rotational
dimensions: “pitch,” “roll,” and “yaw”), the temporal derivatives of
these parameters and the quadratic of all parameters [43]. Mean
frame displacement (FD) and the variance of signal change from
the average signal (DVARS) of the raw images were estimated. A
null sampling distribution of DVARS was used to identify frames
with excessive variance at P < 0.05 [44]; frames with FD exceeding
0.45mm were also flagged. Those frames as well as the one
located in time just prior (t− 1) and two just after (t+ 1 and t+ 2)
each were included in a censoring temporal mask for data
interpolation: a least squares spectral decomposition of the
uncensored data was performed to reconstitute data of the
censored timepoints [see methods in ref. 45]. The uncensored
data defined the frequency characteristics of signals that then
replaced the censored data. This step aimed at minimizing
the contamination of the signal from the censored frames
during frequency filtering. The interpolated signal was then
demeaned, detrended, and filtered using an ideal bandpass filter
(0.009–0.08 Hz). Following bandpass filtering, the interpolated
timepoints were finally censored. Participants with more than 50%
frames censored (i.e., those with less than 5min of remaining
resting-state data) were excluded from the analysis. To reduce the
contribution from nonneuronal noise in the data, the minimal
number of principle components that explained at least 50% of
the variance of mean signal extracted from white matter and
cerebrospinal fluid were evaluated and regressed out from the
signal [aCompCor50, 46]. Volumes were then spatially smoothed
with a Gaussian filter using a 5-mm FWHM kernel. Each voxel was
normalized to a mean value of 100 (SD= 1) to transform the data
to Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r). All analyses were
performed on Linux (CentOS release 6.10) using FSL 5.0.9, MATLAB
8.6, R (version 3.6.0).

Resting-state fMRI seed-based analysis. To minimize bias, we used
the statistically conservative approach of voxel-wise whole-brain
analyses rather than restricting to a priori-selected target regions
or networks. Four insula seeds were defined for RSFC analyses: two
seeds on the left and two on the right anterior insula separately
encompassing the ventral aspect and the dorsal aspects (Fig. 1).
To define the anterior insula, we compared anatomical landmarks
from a probabilistic atlas [47] to functional connectivity-based
parcellations of the insula [24, 26]. From these studies, we defined
the ventral anterior insula parcel as the anterior inferior insular
cortex (which includes the apex, the limen, and the transverse
gyrus). The dorsal anterior insula was defined as the anterior and
middle short gyri. The precentral sulcus was used to segment the

anterior from the posterior insula. Using these landmarks, we
manually determined the four anterior insular subdivisions from
the MNI152 template.
To evaluate the functional connectivity between the insula

seeds and other brain regions during the resting state, the time
series from each seed was extracted, and its first normalized
eigenvector (mean= 100, SD= 1; to facilitate computation of
Pearson’s r) was used as a regressor in an ordinary least squares
linear regression analysis on every voxel (as implemented in
film_gls in FEAT). The parameter estimates of the model,
corresponding to the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (since data
were previously normalized), were z-transformed to improve data
normality. The resulting z-transformed images were used in
multilevel mixed effects models for group analyses (FLAME1,
FEAT). First, analyses were performed on pre and post smoking
scans separately, testing for effects of withdrawal (SJWS total
score) on functional connectivity for each. Then, a mixed model
with participant as random effect was used to test for an
interaction between withdrawal and smoking condition (pre/post
smoking). To account for movement differences between sessions
and participants, the mean FD value was included as a covariate in
all models, in addition to age. Results were cluster-corrected for
multiple comparisons as using a voxel-height threshold of p <
0.001 (Z > 3.1) and cluster threshold of p < 0.05 as recommended
per Eklund et al. [48]. Post hoc tests of the SJWS subscales using
iterative backwards hierarchical regression were conducted using
R [49].

RESULTS
Participant characteristics
Fifty-one participants completed self-report measures of cigarette
withdrawal after overnight (~12 h) abstinence from smoking,
before and after smoking their first cigarette of the day (pre and
post smoking, respectively). Of those tested, four were excluded
for excessive motion during fMRI, as revealed by the number of
flagged volumes exceeding DVARS and/or FD thresholds after
data preprocessing (>50%). Two participants had missing with-
drawal symptom data and were excluded from analyses involving
withdrawal measures. The final sample included 47 individuals
with a mean age of 33.3 (SD= 7.2) years. They smoked a mean of
11.4 (SD= 4.5) cigarettes per day with a smoking exposure history
of 8.1 (SD= 6.0) pack years. They had moderate levels of nicotine
dependence (FTND scores of 4.0, SD= 2.0). Overall, 24 of the 47
participants had one or more alcoholic drinks per week (M= 4.33,
SD= 1.99). None of the participants met criteria for cannabis- or
alcohol-use disorder (or any other substance-use disorder other
than tobacco use disorder). The cigarette withdrawal scores (SJWS
total scores) differed significantly from before to after smoking:
56.4 (SD= 16.3) pre smoking and 38.4 (SD= 12.5) post smoking (t
(44)= 7.99, p < 0.001). Mean time from last cigarette (night before)
to the pre smoking resting-state fMRI scan was 13 h (SD= 2.54)
and to the first cigarette of the day (after pre smoking scan) was
14.56 h (SD= 2.44). Mean time between smoking a cigarette and
the beginning of the post smoking resting-state fMRI scan was 30
min (SD= 7.36). Sex was balanced with 24 females and 23 males.

Nicotine withdrawal
In the pre smoking condition, connectivity between the right
ventral anterior insula and the posterior aspect of the dorsal
anterior cingulate cortex (dACC; peak MNI coordinates: x= 4, y=
12, z= 32) was significantly correlated with the SJWS total score
(Fig. 2A, B). The correlation was positive and was not observed in
the post smoking condition (Fig. 2B). The interaction of smoking
condition (pre/post smoking) and SJWS total score on right ventral
anterior insula connectivity did not survive multiple comparison
correction in the mixed effects model. However, the peak voxel
within the dACC cluster observed for the correlation of SJWS total

Fig. 1 Anterior insula seed regions used in functional connectivity
analyses. Red= ventral anterior insula seed; blue= dorsal anterior
insula seed.
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score and right ventral anterior insula during the pre smoking
condition revealed a significant SJWS total score-by-smoking
condition interaction (p < 0.05, uncorrected). No significant
relationships were observed between SJWS total score and the
other three anterior seed regions examined either pre or post
smoking.

Post hoc analyses of nicotine withdrawal
To determine which factors of the SJWS contributed to the
correlation between SJWS total scores and right ventral anterior
insula connectivity with dACC, we conducted post hoc tests on
the five subscales of the SJWS, which characterize: (1) physical
symptoms, (2) psychological symptoms, (3) craving, (4) sedation,
and (5) appetite. We used a linear model with scores for the five
subscales as independent variables. The results suggested that
sedation and psychological symptoms did not contribute to the
observed effect (p= 0.79 and p= 0.60, respectively; see Supple-
mentary Materials, Table S9). Therefore, the correlation observed
between SJWS total score and right ventral anterior insula-dACC
connectivity most likely reflected a composite effect of craving
(Fig. 2C) and physical symptoms (Fig. 2D).
The direct comparison of functional connectivity before and

after smoking a cigarette did not reveal any significant differences
for any of the four anterior insula seeds examined.

Post hoc analyses of biological sex
Considering the emerging literature on sex differences in the
acute effects of smoking, behavioral states related to smoking
[50–52] and respective neural measures [53–59], we conducted

post hoc assessments of the effect of biological sex on self-
reported withdrawal and rvaInsula-dACC connectivity. We did not
find a significant relationship between biological sex and SJWS
total score, either as main effect or as an interaction with smoking
status (pre or post smoking) (ps > 0.9). An additional post hoc test
of biological sex on our main RSFC results (i.e., rvaInsula-dACC
connectivity) also revealed no significant effects (p > 0.87). These
findings are presented in Supplementary Tables S7 and S8.

DISCUSSION
A distinct functional connectivity pattern of the right ventral
anterior insula was associated with withdrawal in participants after
overnight abstinence from cigarette smoking. Specifically, con-
nectivity between the right ventral anterior insula and the
posterior segment of the dorsal ACC was positively correlated
with withdrawal, particularly the craving and physical symptoms
of withdrawal, consistent with the view that the insula supports an
“embodied” experience of addiction through integration of
interoceptive signals [60]. These effects were mitigated after
participants smoked the first cigarette of the day (see Fig. 2),
illustrating that this pattern of connectivity depends on the
participant’s state of abstinence.
The positive correlation between connectivity of the right

ventral anterior insula and posterior dACC with cigarette with-
drawal, especially craving and physical symptoms, suggests that
greater connectivity with networks that include the dACC as a hub
(e.g., salience network) may underlie tobacco withdrawal,
promoting the maintenance of smoking. This finding is consistent

Fig. 2 Positive correlation between nicotine withdrawal scores and functional connectivity of the right ventral anterior insula (rvaInsula)
with the posterior dorsal anterior cingulate cortex after overnight abstinence from cigarette smoking. A Thresholded rvaInsula
connectivity statistical map (cluster-corrected, height threshold: Z > 3.10, cluster threshold: p < 0.05) from scan before participants smoked the
first cigarette of the day (pre smoking). The rvaInsula seed is shown in light red on the coronal section. Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)
coordinates (X, Y, and Z) are shown above each brain image. The brain is presented in neurological orientation (left= left). Scatterplots
presenting B SJWS total score, C SJWS craving score, and D SJWS physical withdrawal score (abscissa axes) and mean extracted values of
posterior dorsal anterior cingulate cortex from rvaInsula connectivity map (ordinate axes). Data presented are from before and after smoking
the first cigarette of the day (pre and post smoking). SJWS Shiffman–Jarvik Withdrawal Scale. Statistics associated with linear fitting are
available in Tables S1–S6 in the Supplementary Materials.
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with findings of attenuated craving and withdrawal symptoms in
patients following damage to the insula [7–10], and implies that at
least part of this attenuation may be attributable to disruption of
right ventral anterior insula-dACC connectivity.
The dACC is involved in numerous functions and has been

conceptualized as a hub for integration of heterogenous signals,
behavioral flexibility, and cognitive control [61–64]. The location of
the dACC cluster we observed is within an area described as the
anterior mid-cingulate cortex, which has been considered an
integration hub for negative affect, pain, and cognitive control
with connections to subcortical regions involved both in reward
(e.g., nucleus accumbens) and negative affect (e.g., amygdala) [63].
Along with the anterior insula, the region is a primary component
of the salience network [27, 28], which has a role in detecting
behaviorally relevant stimuli and is thought to regulate interac-
tions between other large scale networks, such as the executive
control network and default mode network [65]. Indeed, the
salience network has been implicated in nicotine deprived states,
showing weaker connectivity with the default mode network [37],
and compared to individuals who do not smoke, those who do
show greater intrinsic connectivity of the salience network (i.e.,
greater anterior insula-dACC connectivity) [66]. Given the existing
literature and taking into account the complexity of interpreting
the function of dACC [67], our findings suggest that increases in
functional connectivity of the salience network with greater
withdrawal symptoms may reflect a combination of intensified
interoceptive and cognitive/behavioral regulatory signaling that
emerges from homeostatic disturbance related to the state of
brief abstinence.
Our results are only partially consistent with previous RSFC

findings on individuals who smoked cigarettes. Although a study
of 40 nondeprived young participants (15–24 years of age) found
a relationship between right, but not left, anterior insula-ACC
connectivity and craving [18], those correlations were negative,
whereas we observed a positive relationship, during abstinence,
and only for the right ventral anterior insula. However, direct
comparisons between the studies are difficult as the study
participants in the Bi et al.’s study were only asked to refrain
from smoking 30min prior to the scan (i.e., nondeprived) to avoid
taking measurements while in a state of withdrawal; also, ventral
and dorsal subregions of the right anterior insula were combined
for analysis [18]. Moreover, their focus on the ACC was based on a
prior contrast of anterior insula connectivity in individuals who
smoke vs. those that do not, biasing their ACC selection based on
group effects. In contrast, we studied participants after overnight
abstinence, segregated the right dorsal and ventral insula, and
determined in an unbiased whole-brain analysis that connectivity
of the ventral anterior portion of the insula with dACC is related to
withdrawal symptoms, especially craving and physical symptoms.
Given our findings that relationships between withdrawal and
functional connectivity are likely to depend significantly on
recency of smoking and insular subregion, greater specificity in
findings is required to produce generalizable conclusions. Further
studies, especially those with larger, well-characterized samples
that precisely control deprivation conditions, may provide greater
clarity.
Our results resonate with previous work that established

functional distinctions between dorsal and ventral anterior insula
functional connectivity. Meta-analyses have distinguished dorsal
and ventral anterior regions as having differential roles in
cognition/attention and affect, respectively [29, 31]. For example,
the right dorsal anterior insula connectivity is correlated with
performance on attention tasks while connectivity of the right
ventral anterior insula increases with the intensity of emotional
experience when viewing arousing pictures [32]. Another distinc-
tion has been made between externally oriented (dorsal) and
internally oriented (ventral) networks [33, 35], with ventral
internally oriented connectivity shown to be related to baseline

craving [35]. These results are consistent with our finding that
right ventral, and not right dorsal, anterior insula connectivity is
correlated with intensity of withdrawal symptoms, given its links
with intensity of negative affective states [68] and that withdrawal
is an internally oriented state (not elicited by external cues).
Our observation that the relationship between withdrawal and

functional connectivity was primarily due to craving and physical
symptoms, with psychological and stimulation/sedation having
less of a role, suggests that distinct functional connectivity
patterns may explain different aspects of withdrawal. As such,
given our results, psychological and stimulation/sedation aspects
may be related to connectivity patterns that are less inclusive of
the right ventral anterior insula. Future studies may examine how
distinct network patterns associated with different aspects of
withdrawal integrate to give rise to the overall experience of
withdrawal.
The lack of mean differences observed in insula connectivity

from before to after smoking a cigarette may reflect various
factors. Participants only smoked one cigarette after overnight
abstinence, whereas participants in other studies that report
effects of smoking on ventral and dorsal anterior insula
connectivity smoked ad lib [e.g., 20, 38]. One cigarette may not
have sufficiently changed the mean difference in RSFC across
participants even though craving was reduced by 28%. Moreover,
we used a relatively stringent, but recommended, statistical
threshold (Z > 3.1) for whole-brain cluster-corrected voxel-wise
analyses [48]. The effect of smoking a single cigarette after
overnight abstinence may not have produced a strong enough
effect to exceed this threshold.
Brain stimulation has been considered as a promising therapy

for smoking cessation [69, 70], with preclinical studies showing
attenuation of nicotine intake with stimulation of the insula [71].
However, human studies in which the insula was the target
showed mixed success in affecting smoking-related variables,
such as craving and withdrawal [5, 6, 72]. By indicating the
relevance of ventral anterior insula connectivity for withdrawal
symptoms, our study provides an additional level of anatomical
specificity for targeting specific regions of the insula that may
increase the efficacy of such studies.
Most stimulation studies target the insula indirectly via

stimulation of the cortical surface (e.g., DLPFC) above the region
using repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS), which
acts primarily at the surface. Stimulating the DLPFC impacts
intrinsic insula connectivity [73], but not in the anterior portion,
where our results suggest that greater efficacy would be found.
Alternatively, disruption of right ventral anterior insula-dACC
connectivity may be more accurately accomplished by rTMS by
targeting the dACC, which is located closer to the surface, as has
been previously suggested [70]. Further testing is needed to
determine the feasibility and efficacy of dACC stimulation. More
recent stimulation technologies (e.g., low intensity focused
ultrasound pulsation) [74] that can target deep structures offer
the ability to target insular subregions more precisely. This
technology will enable future examinations of the effects of focal
stimulation of the ventral anterior insula to determine how
disrupting its connectivity with the dACC may reduce withdrawal
symptoms to impact smoking behavior.
This study is not without limitations. Although its design

allowed for assessments after overnight abstinence and again
immediately after smoking within the same day, it inherently did
not afford the possibility of counterbalancing to eliminate
potential order and time-of-day effects. As such, the comparison
of pre and post smoking connectivity may be influenced by such
effects; however, their attribution would be difficult as no
suprathreshold comparison effects were observed. Our study
contained a moderate sample size of 47 participants, which is
fairly large relative to most published studies of RSFC in
individuals who smoke. Nevertheless, larger scale studies are
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required to confirm these results. We tested four insula seeds in
the current study, and did not apply a statistical correction for
comparison across the four seeds as they were selected a priori. As
with many ACC results found in fMRI studies, the dACC cluster we
found was along the midline spanning from one hemisphere
through the longitudinal fissure across to the other. Due to our
rigorous motion cleaning procedures, which included removal of
signal from cerebral spinal fluid, our results are unlikely due to
motion artifact, but smoothing and spatial registration into
standard space may have contributed to the positioning of this
cluster along the midline. Moreover, the current study tested
nontreatment-seeking individuals, and it is unclear whether the
same effects would be observed in individuals from a treatment-
seeking population, which may include candidates for brain-based
therapies.
Overall, the current study provides evidence for functional

connectivity of a specific anterior insula-ACC circuit (ventral
anterior insula-dACC) that may facilitate the negative reinforce-
ment mechanisms [75] underlying maintenance of smoking.
Specifically, our demonstration that the ventral, and not dorsal,
anterior insula connectivity is related to withdrawal highlights the
heterogeneity of the insula with respect to addiction-related
states and pinpoints a ventral anterior target for brain-based
therapies.
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